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‘Become an alchemist. Transmute base metal into gold .’ 
 

‘When the basis for your actions is in inner alignment with 
the present moment, then your actions become empowered 

by the Intelligence of Life itself.’ 
 

Eckhart Tolle 

 

 



‘I AM’ the Blended Dual Light 

The New Moon will take place on the 14th or 15th of 

September, at 210 Virgo 58 a few days before the 

Equinox.  The Equinox is a celestial event that holds 

significance for astrologers and astronomers.  It 

marks a moment in time when the sun crosses the 

celestial equator, creating equal amounts of 

daylight and darkness worldwide. 

The New Moon in the Virgoan Constellation flows 

through the magnetic/feminine pulse of the 2nd 

Ray of Love and Wisdom and the 6th Ray of 

Devotion and the purpose of Virgo is to purify and 

prepare the physical form so that it is more 

receptive to Light.    

At the personality level, Virgo, like Gemini, has 

Mercury as the planetary ruler, on the 4th Ray of 

Harmony Through Conflict.   

Mercury symbolises the inner alignment of the 

mental, emotional and physical bodies operating 

as one Soul focus into the outer world – for the Cross of Matter, the Circle of Spirit and the half circle of 

the Soul all comprise the essence of Mercury’s impetus.    The minds of these individuals are quick and 

active, but it is said that whereas Gemini takes in a great deal of analytical information the Virgo individual 

is more involved with the synthesis of this information – sorting ‘the wheat from the chaff.’  

According to Ancient Wisdom, the other difference is that in Gemini the Soul and the personality 

are constantly relating and balancing one another, whereas in Virgo the Soul and the personality 

are blended awaiting expression. 

Virgo represents the Mother Principle – the magnetization, or gathering in, of information, consciousness, 

and awareness for the growth of the Soul.    At the Soul Level, the Moon, again, on the 4th Ray of Harmony 

through Conflict, rules having as its purpose the blending and balancing of Spirit and Love.    

Virgo is also known as the sign of the six-pointed star of the Soul-

infused personality.   It is through the loving and magnetic 

forcefields of the inner Soul/Christos Presence that the three 

vehicles of the personality fuse and blend, aligning themselves 

with the three vehicles of the Soul.     

It is here that the 2nd and 6th Rays come into play at their 

strongest, for the Soul-embodied Virgoans have accomplished 

and become this process, within themselves, furthering it out 

into the world through their focus on healing and world service. 

At the time of the New Moon, you will see that Mercury is 

stationary (S) about to go direct which gives added emphasis to 

this planet and to the relevance of reflection and inner stillness. 

 
 

The history of the Cosmos is the history of Becoming.                                               DH Lawrence  
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As for last month, this is a busy chart, as the Planets are aligning on many fronts.   There are basically 

three Kite Formations that are occurring at the time of this New Moon. 

The Sun     and Moon     are at 21 Virgo 58 making a 1200 aspect to both Uranus,      and Pluto,     and 

opposite to the Earth,       and to Neptune.       So all three Transpersonal Planets are aligned with the Sun 

and Moon and Earth at this time, and they are also seen to be moving backwards/retrograde against the 

fixed stars and so again this suggests that it is a time of inner reflection, and realignment before moving 

forwards. 

You could say that both the Conscious (Sun) and Unconscious (Moon) of humanity are having an upgrade, 

an initiation, through the resonances of Uranus (the higher vibration of Mercury), Pluto (the higher vibration 

of Mars) and Neptune (the higher vibration of Venus) asking us on Earth to move beyond a personal, 

subjective viewpoint, to a transpersonal, impersonal understanding and overview of all that is occurring 

on this plane.    In many ways, this Kite formation speaks and echoes the words of the Great Invocation: 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God (Uranus) 

From the point of Love within the Heart of God (Neptune)  

From the Centre which we call the Will of God (Pluto) 

From the Centre which we call the Race of Men (Earth) 

New Moon 15th September 2023 02:39 BST London UK      
https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/ 

 

https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/


The Sun and Moon are on Gene Key 47, where Mercury 

was last month, known as Transmuting the Past 

moving through the Shadow of Oppression to the Gift 

of Transmutation to the Siddhi of Transfiguration. 

‘The 47th Shadow is the storehouse of human karma .   

What we term as karma really refers to memory, but 

not memory as we commonly understand the term.   

This is genetic memory carried in our blood from our 

ancestral lineage.’   

‘In genetics the 47th Shadow refers to what is called 

non-coding DNA or ‘junk’ DNA.   The fact is that every 

human being carries the entire evolutionary memory of 

humanity within their body and is unconsciously driven 

by this memory.   The 47th Shadow is an access portal 

through which these deep memories/fears flow into 

our waking consciousness.’    

‘The bottom line with the 47th Shadow is that unless you face your own unique fear archetypes you 

cannot open the portal to inner Transmutation that is the 47th Gift .  Your suffering is a magic mirror – 

it’s yours to own, to appreciate, and to accept.   Only when you finally stop trying to avoid it, can it show 

you its magic.’ 

‘It is through the Gift of Transmutation that the true purpose of your hidden genetic programming - the 

junk DNA – is finally revealed.  These Transmutations are huge turning points in your life.  Through this 

ongoing process of Transmutation you gradually sift through the junk DNA and in doing so you begin to 

see your life on a much wider level of reality.  The only way to read these codes is to live them and as you 

do, they unwind and reveal their true purpose - to return you to the very source of consciousness from 

which you came.’ 

‘The 47th Siddhi represents the culmination of the 47th Gene Key in human form.   Transmutation never 

really ends.  It simply outgrows its casing and this is what occurs through the 47th Siddhi of 

Transfiguration.     The Life of Jesus Christ is in fact the perfect mythic enactment of all the stages of 

alchemical transmutation ending in this state of Transfiguration.  The force of transmutation strips you 

emotionally and mentally to such an extent that it eventually reaches down into the physical matter of 

your body.’   

‘The power of the myth then takes over and the very cells of your body begin to transmute into the pure 

light frequencies from which they are made.   The elements that make up your body were made in stars 

and you turn back into a star in your own mini supernova .   This is the Unio Mystica or sacred marriage 

in which all your constituent elements dissolve back into one another and out of your base matter symbolic 

gold is formed.’ 

‘Humanity stands upon the threshold of one of its great 

Transmutations.   As a species we are moving through the symbolic 

time of our crucifixion and crucifixion precedes Transfiguration.    

Our crucifixion means everything that is old must leave the world as 

a new Light emerges.’  

‘As each individual faces, embraces and transmutes the collective 

fear that lies within the heart of every human’s DNA we are 

Transfigured by Divine Grace – accessing the Divinity that lies 

within each and every one of us.’ 



As for last month, Uranus, which links to the Higher Mind, remains on Gene Key 23, known as the 

Alchemy of Simplicity, having Complexity as the Shadow, Simplicity as the Gift and Quintessence at 

the Siddhi level and has much to do with how we utilise the gifts of communication through Mercury. 

‘The more humans try to use their minds to create a feeling of security the more complicated and 

unsafe the world becomes.  This Shadow creates misunderstanding and division in two ways – through 

individuals saying the wrong things and through them saying them at the wrong time .’    

‘The difficulty for the 23rd Shadow is that it tends to make human beings 

know that they are right, which firmly closes the door on their being open 

to the views of others.’   

‘When Buddha introduced his great teaching known as the Eightfold Path, 

he spoke of Right Understanding which leads to Right Speech.  He hit upon 

the great and simple truth – that language flows directly out of your state 

of consciousness.   At higher levels of frequency your mind sees further and 

further and more clearly.’       

‘The 23rd Siddhi has an alchemical flavour to it – the ability to extract gold from base metal .   People 

with this Siddhi are able to touch the gold hidden within other human beings .    They can transmit the 

power of the awakened state through a word or a look or a gesture.   This is the Midas touch .’    

‘This is the true explanation of the secrets hinted at by alchemy – that the physical body itself contains 

the seed of the Siddhic consciousness.   It is concealed in your DNA and controlled by a hidden timing 

mechanism that is utterly spontaneous and out of your individual reach. ’  

‘Once this Siddhi has fully dawned inside a person they become an alchemical agent that over time 

refines all and extracts the Quintessence from the dross.’  

Pluto, the planet of Transmutation and Transformation, remains on Gene Key 60, known as The Cracking 

of the Vessel and, as shared last month, all on planet Earth, right now, are passing through the Shadow 

energies of Limitation until December 2025.   During this period, we have the potential to transmute this 

energy into the Gift of Realism and the Siddhi of Justice. 

‘This Shadow represents one of the most potent forces responsible for pulling humankind in the opposite 

direction of evolution.   It is the counterweight of Life itself – the main reason for the death of magic is 

closed-circuit thinking, where the mind follows familiar patterns or systems of thought around and around 

without the ability to think beyond them.’    

‘As we begin to see that we’re more than we allow ourselves to often 

believe, then that frequency, that vibration of possibility, begins to 

activate something inside us.  It is communicated to our DNA and we 

begin to open.’ 

‘There is great capacity for magic in this Gene Key which may sound 

odd as it is called the Gift of Realism.   However, the only thing needed 

for magic to occur is some form of a structure and an open mind! ’    

‘Common sense/Realism is not in opposition to magic .    It is common 

sense to remain open-minded to everything in the Universe because 

everything has at its core the same wondrous inner Light.’  

‘Justice is not about retribution, it is a reward.  It is given as Grace, not taken as punishment, and when 

it is given, freedom flows from it.  It is not an imposition or a limitation.   It is an invitation, an opening.   

It is not up to us to punish.   Life redresses the balance, and it is always about balance. ’  



‘The 60th Siddhi holds an apt description of what happens when a human being becomes fully realised.   

At a certain point, our hearts open to our true Innocence and we begin to unlock other codes in our DNA 

that are ancestral rather than personal.     We begin to transmute more global karma, and the more our 

being opens, the more we are given.’     

Neptune forms the third point of the Grand Trine, and as the higher vibration of Venus is assisting 

humanity to evolve into Agape Love.  Neptune remains on Gene Key 36 which holds the promise 

of Becoming Human when we rise out of the Shadow of Turbulence into the Gift of Humanity to 

ultimately become the embodiment of Compassion.  

‘The 36th Shadow is an emotional battle that must be fought by every individual at certain times during 

their life.  The 36th Shadow is the Dark Night of the Soul.    The potential suffering that exists on account 

of this Gene Key, is part of a genetic family known as the Ring of Divinity .  This is a beautiful revelation, 

as each of the four Shadows of the Ring of Divinity, Dishonour GK22, Turbulence GK36, Weakness GK37 

and Doubt GK63, has the potential to awaken the highest consciousness inside you.   This codon group in 

many respects is deeply connected to the true meaning of Christ Consciousness. ’   

‘As a living transmission, the 36th Gift carries a great teaching into the 

world – the celebration of Humanity.  This Gift contains a natural 

spirituality – it is one of the most grounded of all the Gene Keys.   It is a 

bridge for the higher bodies of humanity to move down into the lower 

planes and transform them.   It conveys the image of Christ descending 

into hell and absorbing its frequencies fully into your own being.   ‘The 

deepest role of the 36th Gene Key is to help humans to become humane  

- it is their courage and deep acceptance of the life process that 

eventually gives rise to the highest of human expressions – the expression of 

Compassion.’ 

‘Those in whom this Siddhi has awakened tend to keep moving into those areas of life where the light is most 

darkened.   The simple presence of such people and the look in their eyes can trigger all manner of so -called 

miracles in those whom they meet.  At the Siddhic level, your own suffering becomes so universalised that 

it encompasses all humanity.    All boundaries of the self dissolve.’ 

The Earth is on Gene Key 22, known as Grace Under Pressure, moving through the Shadow of Dishonour to 

the Gift of Graciousness to the Siddhi of Grace. 

‘Whenever you project negative emotional power at another you Dishonour both yourself and the other 

person.   One of the great Cosmic Laws is the Law of Divine Memory .   This Law states that all thoughts 

feelings and acts are recorded everywhere within the body of the Universe. ’ 

‘Graciousness stems from our ability to be accountable .  It is a rare and beautiful quality that has a 

profound effect on everyone it touches.   Graciousness means that whatever you do in life you always 

consider the feelings of others.    With the Gift of Graciousness, you begin to disperse your own Karma and 

that of your ancestral DNA.  The Gift of Graciousness might also be called the Gift of the Soul.   Above all 

else this is the Gift of living life from a place of deep Love. ’ 

‘The 22nd Gene Key is the Seventh Seal – it contains the codes for the healing 

of all humanity’s wounds.   Grace is your true nature.   It is your inheritance.   

It is the Soul of the World.   It is also a state that is beyond the Laws of our 

world.   Grace is the breath of the Divine.’   

‘Grace is a Presence that descends on humanity and, like all the Siddhis, it 

requires that we meet it halfway, which for us humans may seem a long way.  

This is after all a perfected state in which everything about you and your life 



will be changed permanently.   When true Grace descends it wipes out all your past karma in a flash.   It 

also wipes out the Karma of all your ancestors and all their ancestors.’ 

The second Kite Formation takes place between the North      and South      Nodes, Eris,      Vesta,      Astraea,   

     Saturn,    and Ceres.        The North Node is our spiritual pathway forward and with Eris conjunct the 

North Node the message seems to be that if we are to consciously connect into the expanded field of 

Galactic awareness (Eris) then we have to have sufficiently matured (Saturn) to have embodied Universal, 

spiritual principles (Vesta and Astrea) that are based on integrating Cosmic Order (South Node). 

 

Looking first at Astraea and Vesta - which are both 

cosmic bodies found within the asteroid belt - Vesta 

links to the Light within – the ‘Spiritual Flame’ that we 

carry through each incarnation – giving the power of 

transformation. Vesta’s focus lies upon that 

transformation as she carries a sense of devotion, duty 

and purity.  

 

Astraea, is named for the Goddess of Justice, 

symbolized by the balanced scales, but equally, 

Astraea was known as the Goddess of Innocence 

according to Greek mythology.  

It is said that when the Iron Age dawned, bringing 

along misery and wickedness, Astraea was the last of 

the Immortals to withdraw from the Earth.      Astraea 

carries a sublime idealism that relates to Divine Order.    

According to the myth, when Astraea returns to Earth one day, she will once again bring the utopia that 

was here during the Golden Age, bringing an end to human suffering.  

Both these asteroids are activating Gene Key 15 known as An Eternally Flowering Spring moving from 

Dullness to Magnetism to Floresence. 

‘The 15th Gene Key is such a powerful portal into life’s mysteries .  It is one of the Gene Keys that bridges 

humans with other life forms and in doing so it connects us profoundly to the living spirit of nature or Gaia.  

The Gift of Magnetism makes a person physically glow with life force - it is a Gift filled with enthusiasm 

and openness and Love.’ 

‘There is a subtle shift in attitude that unlocks the hidden magnetic force in your DNA.     Harnessing the 

power of the natural world and magnetizing resources you begin to unlock the power in your aura to 

transmit and receive information between different life forms.   Eventually, as the frequency of your aura 

comes into perfect resonance it interlocks with the Earth Grid and your consciousness expands 

exponentially, becoming one with Gaia herself. ’ 

‘Florescence is Grace.   It occurs whenever and wherever it feels like occurring!  This experience of Grace 

ends all seeking.  Florescence is the explosive chain reaction of enlightenment - it follows Nature’s own 

wild organic rhythm.  When you come into perfect alignment with Gaia, then, in the words of Christ, you 

mystically ‘Inherit the Earth.’ 

With Saturn in the formation, we are being asked to look at the structures and foundations of 

our lives – what works - what no longer works.  Saturn has been known as the planet of 

Limitation, but in truth, ‘Saturn is the Dweller at the Threshold, the keeper of the keys to the 

Gate, and it is through him alone that we may achieve eventual freedom through self -

understanding.’ Liz Greene  



So again, this is a time for inner reflection becoming accountable for our life choices.   At the time of this 

New Moon Saturn is on Gene Key 55 moving from Victimhood to Freedom. 

‘The 55th Gene Key holds the key to our liberation and Freedom .  Our 

DNA holds our greater Self – the Cosmic part of each of us that 

transcends our mortal body has lain secretly hidden inside humanity for 

aeons.    The 55th Gene Key allows us to contemplate and to quicken 

the actual process of awakening.    

 The Transformational way through the 55 th Gene Key, is one of letting 

go.  We have to let go of all agendas, hidden or otherwise.   We carry a 

lot of hidden agendas, all aimed at validating our separate existence.   

Much of the 55th Gene Key concerns the future of our species as it 

moves through the Great Change.    

Down the centuries much has been written, spoken and taught concerning the nature of higher 

consciousness.   We are now entering an era in which more and more people will have direct access to an 

experience of true higher consciousness.  There will be a genetic mutation that will slowly colonise our 

species.  The old human will literally be bred out of humanity .’ 

‘The early shattering of the sense of separateness will take place through intimate relationships .   When 

the first relationships experience dual enlightenment, we will know that the deepest wound of all has 

been finally healed.  The wound symbolised by the fall of Adam and Eve.  These Sacred Marriages will 

have an unbelievable energy field around them – they will naturally rise in Love from a position of Pure 

and Divine Union – both sharing the same auric field.’ 

‘We stand on the cusp of a Siddhic supernova – the incarnation of the Divine Feminine spirit.   The end 

result of this inflowing of the Divine Feminine will result in the purification of all the fractal lines 

throughout humanity, resulting in a burning up of the collective karma in our DNA and the eventual 

eradication of all disease on the physical plane .’    

The South Node, which carries the collective karmic gifts and also the 

unresolved ancestral patterns that we bring with us from previous lives, 

is conjunct Ceres, the Goddess of the natural world, Mother Earth, the 

rhythms of the seasons, agriculture and fertility.     With Ceres, there is 

an unconditional love for the Earth - a strong need to nurture and 

protect, and to treat all other living beings, with respect and reverence.   

So, this conjunction, asks us to remember and to understand that we 

are deeply interconnected with Gaia and that our thoughts and feelings 

have a direct response within the Elemental Field that supports all life 

forms on our planet. 

The South Node and Ceres are on Gene Key 50 known as Cosmic Order, and as shared last month, at 

the Shadow level there is Corruption, at the Gift, Equilibrium, and at the Siddhi Level Harmony.  

‘At the Shadow frequency, data that is processed by the human brain is translated through the 

medium of fear.  As this occurs the data is corrupted, leading to a slanted manifestation in the world.    

Our whole purpose in life is to root out these corrupted programmes and reboot the primary hard 

drive.  That is the journey of awakening.’     

 ‘In genetics, this 50th Shadow has much to do with the way in which RNA copies DNA.    RNA is a 

chemical substance similar to DNA whose role is to transcribe aspects of your genetic code in order 

that new proteins can be formed.      In other words, RNA is a messenger that reads and copies the 

instructions for life.   In the process known as transcription messages can be misinterpreted before 

they are translated.’   



‘This is exactly what occurs within human society – fear 

causes misinterpretation, leading to reaction and counter-

reaction – resulting in Chaos, the 3rd Shadow and 

programming partner of this 50th Shadow. ’   

‘As we align ourselves with higher frequencies and learn to 

balance our emotions, use our mind creatively, and our 

physical body wisely, so our DNA attunes us to a deeper 

Harmony that lies behind the world that our senses can see.’  

‘Here in the 50th Gift is found the inner fulcrum upon which 

balances the quality of our cells, our lives, and our future 

possibility for world peace.     This high frequency is created 

through honesty in which all hidden agendas are laid on the 

table.   Without this no Equilibrium can ever be reached.’  

‘When the 50th Siddhi begins to break through in human beings an all -powerful current of Harmony 

begins to shower the people with whom they are allied .  Deep and hidden issues are brought to light 

in order that social Equilibrium can occur.   Through the 50th Gene Key humanity is destined to arrive 

at Cosmic Harmony, although such a concept will require a sustained period of Equilibrium before the 

scales finally activate the higher Harmony.   We know this higher harmony as Oneness with God .’ 

The North Node on Gene Key 3, and Eris on Gene Key 42 form the apex of this Kite.    As 

shared last month Eris lies within Galactic Consciousness, which we have the potential to 

navigate within.  There are two distinct timelines unfolding on the planet at present, which 

is underpinning the division that we are witnessing at this current time as old karmic patterns 

surface in order to be transmuted and released. 

‘Detachment, which is the Gift of Gene Key 42, presupposes a great love and trust in Life   True detachment 

is the ability to allow and accept life as it comes .  Detachment does not mean to not feel.   In fact, if you 

are truly detached you will feel more intensely than others because you will not have allowed your 

Expectation, positive or negative, to constrict the event you actually experience .’ 

‘Eventually, there must be a complete letting go.   This is what initiation 

calls out of us, and there are levels of endings as well.   The big ending 

is when we let go of death and dying.   The Codon Ring of Living and Dying 

contains the codes to unpick the mystery of how and when the Spiritual 

Essence, the Soul, enters and leaves the form, the maya, the body ’.   

‘It is funny that we generally only celebrate things at the beginning or the 

end.  We don’t usually celebrate something in the middle, but this Siddhi 

is about celebrating in the middle.  It is about every moment becoming a 

Celebration.’ 

This Celebration of Life awakens the Innocence that is waiting to unfold 

at the Highest frequencies of Gene Key 3 held by the North Node, echoing 

the archetypal consciousness of Astreae. 

‘At the Absolute zenith of its frequency, the 3 rd Siddhi is about Innocence.    This Siddhi reminds us that 

all of Life, and that includes human beings, is essentially Innocent.    One day Humanity will evolve towards 

its awesome final destiny of Global and Celestial Harmony.    As the 3 rd Siddhi comes into the world, which 

it will do very shortly, a great remembering of our Innocence will emerge in humanity ’.    

‘We are all really children – children of the Cosmos and our only real job is to let go of our seriousness 

and find the delight in every exquisite jewel that life places before us. ’  



The third part of this trilogy message is to be found 

within the last Kite, which is created by Pallas Athena 

and Sedna aspecting Pluto and Neptune. 

Sedna, in many ways, is key to all that is unfolding right 

now, and all that has been unfolding over the last several 

years.  This is the first time that we have been consciously 

aware of the closeness of the presence of Sedna as she 

makes her 11,400 yearly orbit around the Sun.    

The last time she was as close, was back in the time of 

Atlantis, according to Plato, around 9000 - 9600 BC.  

According to the myth/history this was a time when 

the mind and the heart were weighed in the balance 

and found wanting and so began a new civilization as 

the legendary City of Atlantis disappeared under the 

seas. 

So, this is indeed a momentous time that we are passing through – and the quality of our essence, our 

thoughts, feelings and actions are all creating, either positive or negative feedback .    As for last month, 

Sedna remains on Gene Key 20 known as The Sacred OM, holding the Shadow of Superficiality, the Gift 

of Self-Assurance and the Siddhi of Presence. 

‘The Gift of Self-Assurance comes into being when a human being first learns to let go of their thinking as 

the authority in making decisions.  With Self-Assurance comes a profound surrender to life in every moment.   

As you begin to accept that life has its own plans and flow, you also begin to stop interfering with the process 

at a mental level.’     

‘Once we begin to consider the affects of our actions, our thoughts, our words and speech, once we see 

them deeply, it has a preventative effect in us.   Certain addictive patterns fall away and we learn how to 

be more altruistic and less harmful and toxic in our environment.’  

‘This Gift is in fact the precursor to a higher state of spiritual awareness .   You begin to discover that 

decisions in life simply get made, so there is no point in agonising over them.  It also carries a certain 

sense of humour within it – a sense of lightness about life, a deep relaxation.  In its purest sense, the 

state of Self-Assurance is actually your own greater nature emerging.  It is a sign that more 

consciousness is being allowed to incarnate into the physical vehicle.    Your Self-Assurance is directly 

equivalent to your ability to escape being a victim of your mind. ’  

‘As you begin to learn the knack, you experience the subtle expansion of a 

meditative awareness – an ability to witness your mind without being caught up 

in it.  An internal spaciousness grows and you no longer have to try to control 

life.  On the contrary, you now allow life to move you.   What actually occurs with 

this Gift is that the awareness within your solar plexus begins to take over from 

your mind opening the way for you to connect into a very powerful universal 

power.’ 

‘The 20th Siddhi relates to the eighth plane of reality, the true ground of our Divinity, known as the 

Logoic Plane.     Above all, it is the sacred breath that unites the realms of both Light and Sound, allowing 

us to enter completely into consciousness as pure existence.’ 

‘Presence is the underlying nature of Being .  In fact, it would actually be truer to name this Siddhi, The 

Presence, since the use of the definite article gives us the distinct impression that this is a state of 

consciousness that has nothing to do with any individual.    It is the manifestation of The Presence through 



a human vehicle.   The true Siddhic state is one of complete relaxation.    When this Siddhi has flowered in 

a person it actually creates a subtle atmosphere around itself – a kind of silent ease that pervades the 

aura of the person and radiates out to all Creation.’ 

The final Gene Key that is being activated through this third Kite is Gene Key 46, where Pallas Athena is at 

00 Libra, which is where the Sun will be at the Equinox on the 22 nd or 23rd of September, depending upon 

where you live.   Each year as we experience the September Equinox the Sun is focused upon Gene Key 

46, and the 46th Siddhi is a transmission across the planet that supports and fosters Delight and Joy.   

Known as A Science of Luck the frequency moves through the Shadow of Seriousness to the Gift of Delight 

to the Siddhi of Ecstasy. 

‘The formula for a wonderful life is so simple — tread lightly and don’t worry so much.   Life will take you 

where it wants you to go.     But we humans tend to live in our minds rather than in each present moment, 

and our minds always live within time.   At higher frequencies, your attitude becomes much lighter as you 

go through life.     No matter what your circumstances, you can accept and recognise them as being a 

part of grace.’   

 

‘Understanding this Gene Key is pivotal to your understanding the core 

of the 64 Gene Keys themselves.   If you can open your heart to receive 

the frequencies they represent, the frequencies begin to seek you out.    

Siddhic states are all a matter of magnetism.    You have to expand 

yourself far enough to become one pole of the energy field — to be the 

negative pole or the attractor.’  

 

‘This is exactly what we humans are — receiving dishes for universal 

frequencies.    If you can expand your consciousness far enough, then the 

highest frequencies actually descend into you.’ 

 

‘Ecstasy is the highest frequency of the 46 th  Gene Key and it occurs only through the heart.   It is in fact 

the true nature of humanity.    You may think it is impossible for a normal person to live in a state of 

ecstasy and function in the world. Not true at all.   Ecstasy is your state whenever your mind comes to 

complete rest.   In other words, as soon as your mind is required in the world, the ecstatic state fades into 

the background and your activity moves to the foreground.’ 

 

‘It is not that this 46th Siddhi is any more powerful than any other Siddhi, but that this manifestation of 

Divine consciousness is so close to the physical realm and it emerges through the physical body.   Matter 

is penetrated completely by the Spirit.    Such men and women – the ecstatics – have not always found it 

necessary to remove themselves from the world, but have found their love within the world of ordinary 

life.   Ecstasy comes in waves, in orgasms that travel through the Universal quantum field in which we 

live.  The more people who experience such orgasmic energy coming through their higher bodies the more 

our planet will be transformed.’ 

 

We are in an ongoing period of transformation on planet Earth, and as 

Mercury, is a central planet involved in how we will experience and evolve 

through this transformation, before ending this Review it would be good 

to look at the Gene Key that is held by Mercury at this moment in time to 

gain a deeper insight.  

Mercury is on Gene Key 40 known as The Will to Surrender moving through 

the Shadow of Exhaustion to the Gift of Resolve and ultimately to the 

Siddhi of Divine Will.   

‘

’

’ 



‘The 40th Gene Key and its Shadow concern the correct or incorrect use of the power of the human will .   

Whenever your actions are in alignment with the Universe the requisite energy is supplied from deep within 

your being – but when they are not flowing from your true source they are forced and your energy is 

depleted.    When you activate the 40th Gene Key at a higher frequency, Exhaustion becomes a thing of 

the past.    When your life force is aligned you will discover that there is a vast amount of energy 

available to you’ 

‘Resolve is more than just willpower or determination it is the flowering of your aloneness - for the 

40th Gift thrives on solitude - the source of all your power lies in your love of being alone .   Every 

human being has to eventually learn from this Gift of aloneness or of ‘all oneness. ’   At the highest 

frequencies the Gift of Resolve becomes transformed into pure Divine Will.  The 40th Siddhi exudes an 

aura of splendid aloneness and displays an exquisite independence from the normal needs of human 

beings.’  

‘The 40th Siddhi represents a code in human DNA that will transform humanity on the physical 

plane.  The 40th Siddhi holds the key to complete physical relaxation in which every molecule of DNA 

inside your body is functioning at its optimal frequency.   The four Gene Keys in the Ring of Alchemy 

will transmute your DNA so that there is no longer any interference in your physical body – this 

means that your highest subtle bodies can manifest directly through your physical body .’    

‘That is the real meaning of complete physical relaxation, it is a state beyond the comprehension of 

your mind.   It is the direct manifestation of Divine Will. ’ 

May this New Moon enfold us in the deepest inner peace, and joy, to assist the ongoing transmutation, 

and Transfiguration, magnetising Compassion, Grace and Innocence, so that Freedom may Flower and 

Justice be revealed through Divine Will.  

 

Love and Blessings to All 

 

 

 

13.9.2023     Extracts from The 64 Ways and Gene Keys by Richard Rudd 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


